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By Mildred Walker

University of Nebraska Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new.
BRAND NEW PRINT ON DEMAND., Fireweed (New edition),
Mildred Walker, "The background, the history of the lumber
industry and the depression which deals it what looks like a
death blow, is closely and adroitly woven into the warm and
human fabric of the narrative."--New York Times. "Simple and
natural prose combines with local color that is not 'worked up'
to produce a narrative of clarity and agreeable smoothness
such as many veterans of fiction never attain, yet this
excellence is not the chance by-product of mere naivete. The
characters are fully rounded, thought out from the depths of
actual experience, and the incidents of a disarmingly
unpretentious story, not without some pleasing passages of
sentiment, are carefully chosen for the light they shed on these
people."--Saturday Review of Literature. "The words and the
sentences fall in place with ease and naturalness and
inevitability."--Nation. "Sure and vivid.It adds another
distinctive picture to the gallery of regional America."--Books.
Mildred Walker was immediately recognized for the quality of
her first fiction in 1934. Fireweed won the prestigious Avery and
Jule Hopwood Award. The setting is a small lumber town in
Upper Michigan, the stomping grounds...
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This book is indeed gripping and interesting. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period. Its been written in an
extremely easy way and is particularly merely soon a er i finished reading this book through which in fact changed
me, affect the way i think.
-- Aisha  Lem ke-- Aisha  Lem ke

I actually began reading this article book. It is actually filled with wisdom and knowledge I realized this pdf from my i
and dad recommended this publication to learn.
-- R hea  Toy-- R hea  Toy
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